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cells rich in silica, which can be observed in the ash, under a high magnifi-
cation, in the form of minute pearls.
 12.	kapok (vegetable wool).   This comprises the down surrounding
the seeds of certain of the Bomlacece.   These fibres, which closely resemble
one another, appear isolated, and have a slightly conical, cylindrical form
and very slender, lignified walls (Fig. 83, Plate VIII).    The lumen is wide,
occupying the greater part of the width of the fibre, and is full of air ; the
cross-sections are sensibly circular.
 13.	vegetable silks.   These are derived from various plants of the
genii, Apocyne® and Asclepiadece, and are remarkable for their peculiar
lustre.   The fibres, which are sometimes yellowish or reddish, are unicellular
and appear as empty cylinders with very thin walls.    Sometimes they
exhibit at the base a characteristic reticulate aspect.    The walls are lig-
nified.
7. Fibres of Animal Origin,—Textile fibres of animal origin are prin-
cipally sheeps', goats and camels' wool, that of certain Camelidae, ordinary
silk and wild silk. Table LIII gives the main microscopic characters used
for their recognition.
I. wool. Wools and the hair of animals in general appear under the
microscope (Fig. 84, Plate VIII) to consist, in their normal and complete
structure, of three layers, namely: a central medullary canal, surrounded
by a layer of very thin fibrillary cells, the latter being enveloped by wide,
scale-like cells, which form the cuticle or epidermis.
Wool used in the textile industry is, however, usually free from the
medullary canal, so that, in the microscopic examination, attention is
turned especially to the external layer of scale-like cells, which are strongly
fitted one into the other so that a considerable proportion of the surface
is covered. This character has an intimate bearing on the value of the
wool, since the more the scales cover one another the more are the underlying
layers protected and the more resistant the fibres. This is verified particu-
larly with the thinner fibres. The superposed scales, like fish-scales, exhibit
a free edge always turned towards the tip of the fibre. Owing to this free
edge the scales of different fibres may, when these come into intimate contact,
become interlocked, the wool thus " felting/' In some wools, especially
goats' and camels', the scales are so thin and transparent as to allow a clear
view of the fibrous layer beneath, this then assuming considerable impor-
tance as regards the recognition of the wool.
Finally, since the great bulk of wool is obtained by shearing, which is
repeated several times on the same animal, it is not easy to find the natural
point of the fibres, a sharp section due to the cutting being found instead,
In examining wool it is sometimes of importance to note the uniformity
and number of the undulations of the fibre. This number, which normally
increases with the fineness of the wool, is referred to i cm.
The more common wools of commerce are as follows :
(a) Sheeps' wool. Under the microscope this fibre exhibits the form
of slender cylinders on the surface of which appear more or less oblique,
fine, irregular striae, representing the edges of the epidermal scales. In
general, two of these cells or scales are sufficient completely to surround

